ISM -1.3 Secure IoT

Securing Internet of Things (IoT) - Day & night

Discover and protect your IoT estate
Rebasoft solves the problem of securing IoT devices; most can’t run software agents (such as anti-virus) making
them vulnerable. Security is often not designed in, meaning hackers can easily gain control; causing outages on
production lines, denial of service attacks or stealing data.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

•
•
•
•

How do I find all IoT devices connected to the network?
How do I monitor the behaviour the IoT devices we have?
How can I protect IoT devices from compromise?
How can I protect critical business processes from issues with supporting IoT devices?

IoT covers a diverse range of network connected devices; specialised sensors and actuators designed to collect
and exchange data. Increasing use of IoT is driving explosive growth in numbers; circa 30% year-on-year. It is
estimated that there will be 30 billion devices by 2020. How many are on your network?
Rebasoft helps secure IoT in two key ways:
1. Rebasoft Knowledge™ is an effective way of discovering and classifying all IoT devices. Rebasoft does
not require software agent installation nor rely on regular scanning. Discovery is via the network - the
only reliable method to ensure complete coverage of all connected systems. Rebasoft Knowledge™ forms
a reliable, always-on, unique, Golden Source of IoT inventory state that is accurate, eliminates manual
processes and can find those unknown or forgotten, vulnerable systems
2. Rebasoft’s malware and hack detection facilities allow IoT systems to be profiled and monitored. It provides
vital protection for IoT devices that cannot be protected due to technical or economic reasons. Rebasoft
achieves all this without expensive equipment needed to probe the network. It can be applied to any IoT
system

FEATURES : BENEFITS

• Probe-less / agent-less

• Reduced cost & complexity

• Extensive API support

• Automates data collection & enrichment

• Segregation of duties

• One system, multiple users

• Enterprise scale

• Organisations from 100 to 100,000+ users

IoT Threats

REBASOFT CAPABILITIES
Complete IoT coverage across the network
Behaviour monitoring to detect hacks & malware
Does not require software on IoT’s to protect them
Flexible integration with other systems
Multiple use cases, single pane of glass

IoT systems often use light-weight or custom operating systems
to keep cost & complexity down. This has led to concerns that
security, if any, is an after-thought, making IoT devices vulnerable
in two key areas:
1.

2.

Computer attacks – such as denial of service or spreading of
malware where the IoT device is used as part of the attack.
Some attacks can change the operation of the device causing
damage
Data interception and theft, either directly from the sensor or
being used as a sensor to “sniff” data and send it out of your
network
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